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      The learning outcomes at the beginning of each chapter renders this book accessible for management students and lecturers alike. As a nurse lecturer I have recommenced this for reading list only, although useful, the primary focus is not healthcare leadership and management




  
          Ms Charlotte Bone




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is in constant use by the tutors and learners alike for research and teaching resource.  Essential book to have in library of resources.




  
          Mrs Patricia Ann Allison




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an excellent text, that highlights the importance of effective leadership in the early years sector. The text explores in detail the characteristic of effective leadership and makes clear links to current research. Each chapter is supported with a range of very useful ideas for further reading.
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      interesting book useful for supporting an understanding in the topic




  
          Mrs Laura Castles




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a beautifully written text on leadership and management, perfect for students in the field as it maintains an academic approach rarely found in this arena - and would provide an ideal support to students writing about the subject at degree level and beyond.




  
          Mr Steven Burton




              


    
      



 


 
      The theory aspect of this book lends itself to any Leadership and Management qualification. A useful aid to the daily skills needed for any Management role.




  
          Mrs Cheryl Jackson




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent overview.




  
          Mr Richard Cotter




              


    
      



 


 
      A very useful text that I will be recommending to my students. It provides challenging perspectives to consider.




  
          Mrs Julie Carver




              


    
      



 


 
      a great text for those students are intrested in studying leadership and managment




  
          Mr Michael Hall




              


    
      



 


 
      a very usueful resource which assists students with critical discussion of their management practice.




  
          Mr Andreas Ioannides




              


    
      



 


 
      Good introductory overview for students




  
          Ms Emma Stevens




              


    
      



 


 
      Extremely useful book for this course gives much valuable information that will help with assignments and presentations




  
          Mrs Heather Langridge




              


    
      



 


 
      Helpful overview of the the area of management development.




  
          Dr Anthony Thorpe




              


    
      



 


 
      Very good concise text that is well presented - it will be recommended reading on a number of the modules on the HRM masters programme




  
          Ms Catherine O&#039;Reilly




              


    
      



 


 
      superb text - thanks very much




  
          Ms Catherine O&#039;Reilly




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent introductory text book




  
          Mr Michael Hall
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